
5th recumbent meeting in Slovenia
15.9. - 18.9.2011

Bring your whole  family  to the recumbent meeting! Make an extended holiday with  the  discounted 
meeting price. Show the family members what it's all about - kids will love it! Those who will not cycle on 
group tours, can visit local family cycling routes from 5 to 40km each. For the time not on a bike you can  
have fun using enormous slides and swim in various swimming pools. Those who want even more can afford 
a sauna, spa or massages,... 

We will  have one long tour each day of the meeting.  One will  be a bit  hilly – to visit  Goričko region 
(maximum 14% inclination), one completelly flat for Prekmurje and one mixed to visit Prlekija. Anyone can  
join and then shorten the route if desired. That's the benefit of staying in one location.

Everyone is invited to the short fun night cycling tour - bring all the lights, bells and horns you can find!  
Kids can ride on their own bikes. We want to be noticed! It  is all  about fun, no competition, just good 
recumbent company and beautiful nature!

Meeting date: 15.9.-18.9.2011 – you can extend the stay for the same special price! Use keyword TOBI 
when making reservations!  Reserve over phone: +386 2 512 22 00  or e-mail: info@terme3000.si

Accomodation options:

camping: 14,40€/person per day, all day swimming included, without sauna (+6€ for breakfast and 
+7,50€ for dinner)

bungalows / cottages 3*: 30€/person in a double bed bungalow including self service breakfast and 
dinner, includes all day swimming 

appartement village 4*: 35€/person (ideal for families 2+2) including self service breakfast and 
dinner, includes all day swimming 

hotel Termal 4*: 44€/person in a double bed room, includes breakfast and supper with unlimited 
swimming pools usage and sauna world! One kid up to 12 years stays free of charge with 2 parents!

Kids up to 6 years stay free of charge, up to 12 years 50% discount, and up to 15 years 30% 
discount.

Revervation: To get the above accomodation prices, make a reservation as soon as possible! Use keyword 
TOBI to get the above prices! Especially Appartement Village and Bungalows are filled up first! Reserve 
over phone: +386 2 512 22 00  or e-mail: info@terme3000.si

Welcome to the 5th recumbent meeting in Slovenia!           An unforgettable family experience!
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